Engineering Information
Management Solution for Utilities
ENSURE ACCURATE, UP-TO-DATE ENGINEERING INFORMATION EVERY TIME
With 24/7 access to accurate engineering drawings and documentation,
utilities can reduce the average search time for relevant documentation
from hours to minutes and stay compliant with different regulatory bodies.
Accruent’s engineering information management solution establishes
a centralized, secure, scalable, highly accessible repository for all engineering
documentation. Our solution allows utilities to track all their assets and
ensure the revision history associated with these assets is accurate and
complete. Accruent helps utilities like RWE, Chugach Electric, Idaho Power,
and Seattle City Light run their hydroelectric, coal, gas, power, water,
and wastewater plants more efficiently, safely, sustainably, and profitably.

DRAWINGS VERSION CONTROL

ROBUST DOCUMENT SEARCH CAPABILITIES

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Eliminate fears of users working on outdated,
incorrect engineering drawings. Utilities can
compare and track the revision history
of a document or drawing easily.

Manage the increasing amount of digital documents
with ease by finding relevant documents quickly.
This leads to utilities seeing substantial time savings,
increased employee production, and faster project
completion timelines.

Enable compliance with NERC, FERC,
PAS 55, ISO 5500 and other global and local
utilities-specific regulations to help minimize
risk and avoid costly fines.

MANAGE ALL MISSION-CRITICAL DOCUMENT TYPES
Accruent offers a full CAD-platform independent solution for engineering drawing management where utilities can store, manage, render, and visualize
both 2D and 3D content easily from major CAD systems. Organizations keep their master data up-to-date while coordinating their change processes
in isolated work areas with workflows, ensuring data validation, and providing a full audit trail for regulatory compliance. Users can also manage
Microsoft Office documents, PDFs, scanned images, and hybrid files, allowing our solution to be the ultimate repository for consolidating all legacy
and project-related engineering information.
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CONCURRENT ENGINEERING
Track all documents to ensure projects run in parallel, without error, which provides utilities real-time visibility to monitor revision from different projects
and ongoing maintenance. Project members associated with the same documents and drawings are notified automatically when a parallel project releases
updated documents, avoiding unnecessary delays and shortening project turnaround times.

DOCUMENT AND DRAWING MANAGEMENT: Provides version control, revision

ENGINEERING WORKFLOWS: Preserves established control of engineering

management, and document workflows in a safe & secure environment so users
can be confident that they are working on the most up-to-date documentation.

data changes, safeguarding accurate review and approval steps for effective
change control and ensuring safety and compliance.

STANDARD INTEGRATIONS: Enhances efficiency by providing integrations to EAM,

ENGINEERING TRANSMITTALS: Seamlessly create, handle, and send

ASSET TAG/DOCUMENT RELATIONSHIPS: Provides robust search capabilities
and ties documents to asset tags so users can locate documents hassle-free.

CERTIFIED SECURE CLOUD SERVICES: With the help of Microsoft Azure®,

ERP, ECM, Microsoft Office, and CAD authoring applications, making it the ultimate
repository for consolidating documentation.

SHAPE

Develop the strategies

transmittals and easily route submitted documents through the appropriate
review and approval process for maximum security and visibility.
Accruent provides the most comprehensive set of certifications of any cloud
service provider.

DRIVE

MANAGE

Bring the strategies to life

Keep the organization running

CONTROL
Optimize Performance

Contact Accruent Today to Get a Demo and Learn More
800.774.7622 | sales@accruent.com | accruent.com

About Accruent
Accruent is a global software company that helps organizations achieve superior performance by transforming how they manage their physical resources. Its innovative, industry-leading
cloud-based software and services enable organizations to optimize all stages of real estate, facilities and asset management, from capital planning through to IoT-based monitoring
and control. With a proven track record across two decades, Accruent has created the only integrated SaaS-based framework and reporting platform for full lifecycle physical resource
management. More than 10,000 global customers depend on Accruent solutions to drive out hidden costs, extend asset lifecycles, protect their brands, ensure compliance and deliver
on the missions of their organization. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Accruent serves a wide range of industries in more than 150 countries around the world.
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